[Alternative methods: development and use of two "in vitro" models for endocrine studies].
Most endocrinological studies are normally performed on several animal groups: one group for the determination of hormonal levels in tissues and plasma under basal conditions, a second group for the same determinations after "in vivo" treatment of the animals (stimulation or inhibition of the endocrine activities) and two additional groups for morphological investigations. Surgical approaches belong not rarely to the "in vivo" treatment of the animals. Moreover, the results from the different animal groups have to be extrapolated. In order to overcome these drawbacks, we have developed two "in vitro" models by means of which we can study on the tissues from the same animal: 1. function and structure of the hypothalamus and 2. function and structure of isolated pituitary cells. By using these models we can considerably reduce the number of animals needed for the studies, replace the "in vivo" by the "in vitro" experiments and refine the methods avoiding, among others, the extrapolation of results.